
 

Chapter 10 – Operation of Contest 

Section C – Test Pulls and options – Point 16 

Current Rule 

Each tractor passing the Full Pull line, normally 100m, automatically qualifies for the Pull Off.  The minimum number of 
tractors qualifying for the Pull Off is to be defined by the Head Track Marshall with advice from the promoter before the 
pull. 

For ETPC competitions the minimum number of tractors will be 5 unless agreed otherwise by the Head Track Marshall. 

Tractors that do not reach the Full Pull line can still potentially qualify for the Pull Off if the minimum number agreed 
above is not met.  In which case further tractors qualify starting with the tractor with the longest distance up to the 
decided minimum number of contestants for the Pull Off. 

If the number of recorded Full Pulls made reaches or exceeds the defined minimum number above, all of these tractors 
can compete in the Pull Off but no extra tractors will be added to the Pull Off. 

In case of bad weather or other unexpected major changes in conditions, the Head Track Marshall is always able to 
change the amount of contestants in the Pull Off, this will not affect any tractors passing the Full Pull line as they will 
automatically qualify for the Pull Off. 

 

Adjustments in red 

Each tractor passing the Full Pull line, normally 100m, automatically qualifies for the Pull Off.  The minimum number of 
tractors qualifying for the Pull Off is to be defined by the Head Track Marshall with advice from the promoter before the 
pull. 

For ETPC competitions the minimum number of tractors will be 5. 

Tractors that do not reach the Full Pull line can still potentially qualify for the Pull Off if the minimum number agreed 
above is not met.  In which case further tractors qualify starting with the tractor with the longest distance up to the 
decided minimum number of contestants for the Pull Off. 

If the number of recorded Full Pulls made reaches or exceeds the defined minimum number above, all of these tractors 
can compete in the Pull Off but no extra tractors will be added to the Pull Off. 

In case of bad weather or other unexpected major changes in conditions, the Head Track Marshall is always able to 
change the amount of contestants in the Pull Off, this will not affect any tractors passing the Full Pull line as they will 
automatically qualify for the Pull Off. 

Any tractors qualified for the Pull Off that suffer breakage and are unable to run will be given the position of last in the 
Pull Off for overall position, points and prize money.  Positions, points and prize money will be split equally between 
tractors should there be more than one tractor unable to run in the Pull Off. 

National Tractors joining the end of a Eurocup class can only qualify for the Pull Off if they pass the Full Pull line. 


